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Leash Walking in Partnership

1.  Learn to Dance!
2.  Meet Your Dog’s Needs.
3. Teach Your Dog Patience. (you too!)
4.  Practice Walking Together.
5.  Be a Loving Leader.
6.  Be Your Dog’s Advocate.
7.  Expand Your Partnership Skills.



•Name Game

•3P’s

•Dance Steps: Invite, Hold, Back

•Always use the 95% Rule

•Most Crucial: Clarity Chart - 3 yes’s!

Step 1: Learn the Leadership Dance!



•CLARITY:

•Stop the Trust/Confidence Leaks & Have fun!!

•What you can do to maximize success.

•How you can chunk down to build trust.

Step 1: Learn the Leadership Dance!



•Express heartfelt appreciation …

•Create social opportunities with 
well-matched dogs.

•Give your dog an appropriate job.

•Plenty of fun and exercise.

•Max 15% High Arousal Activities

Step 2: Meet Your Dog’s Needs



•Teach and expect attentive responsiveness:  
your dog expects to be invited/released at 
doorways/gateways, for meals, treats and play.  

•Take turns with the other dogs and/or kids.

Step 3: Teach and Practice Patience



•Master the footwork and movements at home.

•Teach and practice the ‘default position’ until 
your dog LOVES being at your side, facing the 
same direction.

•Practice left, right turns together … then 
serpentines and circles with your dog on both 
side of you…always in balance and 
harmony.

Step 4: Practice Walking in Harmony



•Default 
position 
and 
preparing 
to turn…

Step 1: Learn the Leadership Dance!



The Dance Demo



Walking Demos



•Be a clear leader and role model.

•Always be between your dog and a trigger.

•Turn away with calm confidence…stay in 
balance…keep self-composure.

•Have Clear and firm Boundaries.

•Be a Firefighter/LifeGuard when the 
unexpected happens.

Step 5: Be a Loving Leader



•Listen to and respect your dog’s feelings.

•Acknowledge your dog’s discomfort in a 
neutral way and move away before your dog 
reacts or gets distracted.

•Do NOT try to ‘fix’ your dog with repeated 
exposures to the circumstance/triggers.

•Deep trust is created with this framework.

Step 6: Be Your Dog’s Advocate



•Build your foundation of trust and loving 
leadership.

•Master being present, attuning to your dog’s 
needs and listening with an open mind and 
heart.

•Build and protect you and your dog’s 
confidence is your primary goal.

Step 7: Master Your Partnership Skills



•Study the Foundation Formula over and over.

•Try holistic tools - Calming Touch, Touch, 
Flower essences and Essential Oils.

•Master the Walking Leadership Dance in SAFE 
environments with your dog until it is second 
nature for both of you.

Step 7: Master Your Partnership Skills



•Leash and Collar/Harness:
•Sturdy Buckle Collar and/or

•Lupine Step-in Harness

•6ft Leather Leash (3/4” or 1”)
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•Lupine Step-in Harness:

Leash Walk in Partnership



•Leash and Collar/Harness Must 
“FEEL SAFE”
•You and your dog must feel safe.

•**ONLY if Clarity Chart gives 3 yes’s.
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•Leash and Collar/Harness Use:
•Leash in 2 hands to handle leash easily 
and shorten or lengthen the leash.

•Leash in hand: palm up, thumb on top 
pointed toward dog’s head.
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•Leash and Collar/Harness Use:
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•Pulsing:
•Small movement of your fingers, like 
squeezing drops of water out of a sponge

•No arm movement!

•Dog leaning? Pulse!! 
Then back to neutral when in balance.

•Strobe effect = nothing to lean into.
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•Pulsing:
•Pulse for as long as your dog is leaning 
and not in balance.

•OK to keep walking while you do.

•If that continues for more than a few 
steps, pivot to face and back your dog.

•Then pivot back and carry on walking.
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•When to Walk in Default, 
Supportive Position?
•When your dog is not able to walk in 
balance.

•When there is a trigger near.

•When you or your dog need to feel safe.
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•When to Walk Naturally/Loosely?
•When your dog is able to walk in balance 
and maintain a connection while exploring 
(at any distance that works well for you).

•When there is NO trigger near.

•When you and your dog feel safe in enviro.

•When your dog is anxious and more comfy.
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•How to Walk Naturally/Loosely?
•When walking naturally, be sure to 
communicate to your dog if they near the 
end of the leash/line - BEFORE they do.
Talk, Connect, Pulse, Invite if necessary to 
teach your dog to be polite on the leash 
always. Partners never pull each other!
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•How to Move Between 
Supportive and Natural Walking?
•Just do it - shift your focus from 90% on 
your dog to 75% on your environment.

•Then back again as needed. Check the 
leash, walk up the leash to default 
position…support your dog.
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•Other Tips:
•Practice at home with no leash to gain 
competency at 3P’s and Default Position.

•Practice at home with leash to gain 
competency at handling the leash and 
pulsing.
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•Other Tips:
•Think of your leash as a Safety Line - do 
your best to not use it as a management 
tool, unless necessary.
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Leash Walking in Partnership

1.  Learn to Dance!
2.  Meet Your Dog’s Needs.
3. Teach Your Dog Patience. (you too!)
4.  Practice Walking Together.
5.  Be a Loving Leader.
6.  Be Your Dog’s Advocate.
7.  Expand Your Partnership Skills.



•What is Your Takeaway or Insight?
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Leash Walking in Partnership 
Homework

1. Implement Your Plan to Rehearse.

2. Learn from your dog.  Adjust.

3. Video your rehearsal for learning.

4. Share in Facebook group for feedback.


